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Abstract

Background Negation detection is an important task in biomedical text mining. Particularly in
clinical settings, it is of critical importance to determine whether findings mentioned in text are
present or absent. Rule-based negation detection algorithms are a common approach to the task,
and more recent investigations have resulted in the development of rule-based systems utilising the
rich grammatical information afforded by typed dependency graphs. However, interacting with these
complex representations inevitably necessitates complex rules, which are time-consuming to develop
and do not generalise well. We hypothesise that a heuristic approach to determining negation via
dependency graphs could offer a powerful alternative.

Results We describe and implement an algorithm for negation detection based on grammatical
distance from a negatory construct in a typed dependency graph. To evaluate the algorithm, we
develop two testing corpora comprised of sentences of clinical text extracted from the MIMIC-III
database and documents related to hypertrophic cardiomyopathy patients routinely collected at
University Hospitals Birmingham NHS trust. Gold-standard validation datasets were built by a
combination of human annotation and examination of algorithm error. Finally, we compare the
performance of our approach with four other rule-based algorithms on both gold-standard corpora.

Conclusions The presented algorithm exhibits the best performance by f-measure over the
MIMIC-III dataset, and a similar performance to the syntactic negation detection systems over the
HCM dataset. It is also the fastest of the dependency-based negation systems. Our results show that
dependency-based algorithms, utilising a single heuristic, can be powerful and stable methods for
negation detection in clinical text, requiring minimal training and adaptation between datasets.
While NegEx retains an extremely high performance in some cases, the presented approach may be
more robust to more complex text descriptions. As such, it could present a drop-in replacement or
augmentation for syntactic negation components in clinical text-mining pipelines, particularly for
cases where adaptation and rule development is not required or possible.
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1 Introduction 1

A major component of information extraction pipelines are algorithms that determine the context of 2

mentioned entities. It is only with information concerning the context with which an entity has been 3

mentioned, that the overall relationship between an object and subject can be discerned. This is a 4

critical component of the relation extraction process. For example, a mention of a disease in a 5

clinical letter does not necessarily imply that a patient suffers from that disease. Since many clinical 6

letters discuss a diagnostic process, a letter may discuss a test being conducted to determine whether 7

a patient has a condition, or refer to discussion of the arguments for whether or not a patient has a 8

condition. The letter may also rule out the condition, or only mention that the condition is present 9

in a family member. 10

In clinical text mining, one particularly important context disambiguation task is negation 11

detection. Negation detection determines whether a clinical finding mentioned in a narrative is 12

present or absent, usually using the sentence mentioning the concept as input [1]. Many 13

methodologies have been applied to the task of negation detection, traditionally using rule-based 14

methods, with a more recent focus on machine learning algorithms. The performance of rule-based 15

methods for negation in comparison to machine learning methods is hotly contested. Two 16

independent reviews comparing rule-based and trained machine learning approaches reported 17

rule-based approaches to be superior in performance [2, 3]. Another work reported that machine 18

learning models modestly outperformed rule-based classifiers with out-of-context training, yielding 19

further improvements with in-context training [4]. However, this work compares several machine 20

learning classifiers with one particular implementation of NegEx, that is not used in any of the 21

previous two studies, revealing superior rule-based performance, and does not consider it for 22

additional training in any context (e.g. rule development). Another ML negation work evaluated 23

several machine learning methods, but did not consider any rule-based methods, even though the 24

performance was similar to rule-based methods presented elsewhere in the literature [5]. 25

Unlike machine learning models, rule-based approaches employ classifications resulting from the 26

application of one or more rules that are understandable from the point of view of a human operator. 27

While more recent approaches, such as NegBERT [6] can generate an explanation for an individual 28

case of negation, the underlying decision model cannot easily be interpreted or modified, while many 29

other machine learning approaches cannot generate explanations at all. The ability to understand, 30

examine, and modify the decision model surrounding context disambiguation classifiers is important 31

in the context of any application to clinical decision making. This constitutes both a practical and 32

an ethical concern. 33

NegEx is an early example of a negation detection algorithm used in the clinical domain [7], using 34

rules described by regular expressions that make decisions based on the presence and position of 35

tokens appearing in sentences. This approach was later generalised into ConText [8], and some form 36

of NegEx implementation is a frequent component of modern clinical text mining pipelines, such as 37

CogStack [9] and cTAKES [10]. These approaches can be categorised as syntactic rule-based negation 38

detection algorithms, and measuring distance between tokens is known as a hotspot approach. 39

A more recent development for rule-based algorithms is the inclusion of decision models that 40

operate upon grammatical sentence models and word relations, rather than the word tokens 41

themselves. In particularly, these approaches utilise the typed dependency graph produced by the 42

dependency resolution task. Dependency resolution uses a transition-based parser to construct a 43

graph of governing and dependent word relationships in a sentence. The hypothesis of such work is 44

that typed dependency rules should enable greater discernment, attuned to grammatical nuance 45

beyond the mere mention of a word or appearance of a symbol in a text. 46

One such approach, DEEPEN [11], operates upon concepts that NegEx determines to be 47

negated [11]. Other dependency-based algorithms make no use of NegEx, such as NegBio, 48

negation-detection, and DepNeg [12–14], reported to exhibit an improved precision over syntactic 49

approaches. However, an independent assessment showed that ConText maintained its performance 50

over a novel dataset, while the other approaches did not [2]. Approaches such as SynNeg have 51

attempted to extend ConText with more specific grammatical rules, but showed only modest 52
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performance improvements [15]. 53

Therefore, while dependency resolution methods have proven powerful, and the extra information 54

they afford can lead to improved performance over the corpus upon which they are trained, it seems 55

that grammatical rules do not generalise as well as syntactic rules, while also necessitating more 56

expert knowledge input and time to develop. The inherent complexity and ambiguity of human 57

language leads to such a variety of grammatical models for sentences that no satisfactory set of rules 58

can be determined via manual curation over a small set of sentences. 59

We hypothesise that a single-rule approach to typed dependency negation detection will perform 60

and generalise better than more expressive rule-based approaches, leveraging particular grammatical 61

relationships. We propose an algorithm that avoids defining specific patterns of dependency, and 62

instead determines a measure of grammatical distance and relatedness in the dependency graph. We 63

anticipate that such an approach will require minimal training, and provide consistent high 64

performance across clinical datasets. 65

In this paper, we present a novel negation detection algorithm and compare its performance with 66

a number of other rule-based negation detection algorithms, both syntactic and dependency-based, 67

over two medical corpora. To this end, we develop two gold standard negation detection corpora 68

using text sampled from the MIMIC-III critical care database [16], and routinely collected clinical 69

letters at University Hospitals Birmingham (UHB), mentioning hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 70

(HCM). 71

2 Materials and Methods 72

The negation algorithm is implemented in Groovy, making use of the transition-based neural 73

network implementation of dependency resolution included in the Stanford CoreNLP suite [17]. 74

CoreNLP was also used to annotate the test corpus, making use of the RegexNER annotator with all 75

non-obsolete subclasses of Phenotypic abnormality (HP:0000118) in the Human Phenotype Ontology 76

(HP) [18]. These components were used via the Komenti semantic text-mining tool, available at 77

http://github.com/reality/komenti. 78

2.1 Algorithms 79

The negation detection implementation presented is named komenti-negation: the negation detection 80

module of the Komenti text-mining framework. The algorithms we selected to evaluate against 81

komenti-negation algorithm were NegEx, pyConTextNLP, negation-detection, and NegBio. The 82

sources of the algorithms and version numbers used are listed in Table 1. For the reasons discussed 83

in the introduction we only consider rule-based algorithms. The first two use syntactic rule-based 84

negation, and the latter two utilise dependency resolution. Of the two dependency-based negation 85

algorithms, NegBio relies on a multitude of specific grammatical rules, while negation-detection is 86

another example of a heuristic approach. 87

Table 1. The negation algorithms considered for comparison with komenti-negation, including
versions and source for download.

Name Type Version Source

NegEx Syntactic 21b013c https://github.com/chapmanbe/negex/

pyConTextNLP Syntactic 0.7.0.1 https://pypi.org/project/pyConTextNLP/

negation-detection Dependency 6d9d88e https://github.com/gkotsis/negation-detection

NegBio Dependency d025875 https://github.com/ncbi-nlp/NegBio/

Syntactic classifiers define a set of regular expressions that define a negatory construct. For 88

example, PyConTextNLP includes the following rule: 89

Comments : ‘ ’ 90
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Dir e c t i on : forward 91

Lex : without s i gn 92

Regex : without s i gn ( s )? 93

Type : DEFINITE NEGATED EXISTENCE 94

In the case that a Regex property is defined, a regular expression is used to match against the 95

sentence, while the Lex property is used to define a particular phrase. The Direction property 96

stipulates whether the negatory construct (pattern or absolute phrase) should appear before or after 97

the concept. The algorithm determines internally how far the concept should be from the negatory 98

construct in the sentence. A sentence is classified for negation depending on whether it matches one 99

of these rules. 100

While syntactic rules match against the actual text of a sentence, dependency-based algorithms 101

use rules that are matched against a graph of typed dependency relationships between words in a 102

sentence. This usually involves determining the relationship between a node matching a vocabulary 103

of negating words and the concept of interest. One common source of error for dependency 104

resolution algorithms is that they cannot operate if the dependency resolution process cannot 105

construct a model of the sentence. Most algorithms produce a default result of ‘not negated’ in this 106

case. However, most dependency parsers can produce dependency models for grammatical 107

sub-components of sentences. 108

The negation-detection algorithm is the closest to our proposed algorithm, in the sense that it 109

repeatedly applies a single subgraph selection rule to the typed dependency graph to prune irrelevant 110

clauses and intermediate nodes from a sentence, before employing what is essentially a string search 111

for negation vocabulary [13]. It is reported as having a similar performance to ConText, with a 112

slightly higher recall. In an independent assessment [19], it was reported to perform extremely well 113

when extended with a richer negation vocabulary [19], outperforming other popular methods. 114

2.2 Corpus Generation and Training 115

The MIMIC dataset was derived from the MIMIC-III critical care database [16]. Entries were 116

sampled randomly from the NOTEEVENTS table, of which one sentence was randomly selected. 117

500 sentences were selected for training in this way. We used Komenti to annotate the 500 sentences 118

with biomedical concepts, running the negation algorithms against the set, and examining error 119

cases to identify additional negatory vocabulary not currently included in the software, and to 120

identify any errors in the test implementation, counting algorithms, or algorithms themselves. When 121

additional negatory constructs were identified, all negation detection implementations were extended 122

with them (if not already present). In the case of NegBio, only grammatical rules were accepted. 123

Therefore, for each of the two negatory words that were missing: ‘deny’ and ‘not’, a bi-directional 124

rule was introduced. It is possible that more finely tuned rules could have been developed to achieve 125

a better performance, but the only training considered in this experiment was the addition of extra 126

negatory words, rather than rule development. After training, a further 7,000 sentences were 127

sampled from MIMIC for testing. These were annotated with HPO terms using the Komenti tool, 128

yielding 1,300 annotations. HPO query and sampling were both performed on 28/12/2019. 129

Another validation was performed on clinical letters routinely collected at University Hospitals 130

Birmingham (UHB), mentioning hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). 5,000 sentences were 131

sampled from a pre-existing clinical text corpus of documents containing HCM keywords. To sample 132

the corpus, a file was selected at random, and then one sentence was selected randomly from that 133

file. The sentences were annotated with HPO terms using the Komenti tool, yielding 1,077 134

annotations. To assess algorithm generalisability and performance on an unseen dataset, no training 135

set was used for the HCM validation, although modifications made in the MIMIC training were 136

included in the models. 137

In both investigations, sentence selection criteria were used to constrain the text returned from 138

the corpus. This served two purposes. First, to ensure that narrative text was returned, rather than 139

field-based, table-based, or irrelevant text. Second, to limit the length of sentences so as to make it 140
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easier to perform manual validation. Sentences shorter than 4 words and longer than 30 words were 141

excluded, and sentences containing phrases indicating field data were excluded. Sentences with 142

indicators of unusable content (e.g. due to scanned documents) were also removed. These problems 143

could be solved by additional pre-processing of the text, but this task is not the subject of this 144

investigation, and using shorter sentences should not advantage any particular algorithm (although 145

the dependency parsing algorithms are more sensitive to correct grammar). These parameters and 146

pre-processing options were manually tuned, and decided during the training phase. For simplicity, 147

where a single concept was mentioned multiple times in a single sentence, only one annotation was 148

preserved, and negated concepts were given priority. This is potentially a small source of error, but 149

should not favour any particular algorithm. The test code was designed to ask, in each case, “is an 150

instance of the word negated within this sentence?” 151

In both cases, all annotations were manually labelled with respect to their negation status, 152

determining whether the annotated concept was negated in the sentence. Concepts were marked as 153

negated if the sentence expressed that the finding was absent. This is due to the purpose of the 154

negation detection algorithm, in this context, being the exclusion of concept mentions from evidence 155

of a patient having a condition if they do not have it. 156

2.3 Evaluation 157

We sought to make a gold standard dataset with which to make future negation algorithm 158

comparisons. To do this, we examined the errors (false positives and false negatives) of the three 159

best-performing algorithms by f-measure, deciding upon labels that were incorrect. We then 160

repeated the validation. The presented results are from the corrected dataset. 161

The Linux command time was used to measure the execution time for each algorithm, with the 162

actual elapsed time measurement taken. Apart from NegBio, two separate machines were used for 163

the MIMIC and HCM investigations. NegBio did not run on the machine used for the MIMIC 164

evaluation, and therefore the same machine used for HCM was used. We measured the performance 165

of the algorithms using precision, recall, and f-measure (F1 score). 166

3 Results and Discussion 167

The algorithm implementation is available as part of the Komenti semantic text-mining tool, which 168

is freely available under an open source licence at http://github.com/reality/komenti. 169

3.1 Algorithm 170

In our approach, rather then using a set of dependency rules, we use a measure of ‘dependency 171

distance,’ the distance in a typed dependency graph between a negatory construct and the target 172

term, as the measure of negation context. Therefore, we mirror the generic and transferable ‘hotspot’ 173

methods employed by NegEx and ConText, while extending them with the notion of grammatical 174

relatedness afforded by dependency models. In addition, because the dependency resolution process 175

is run once, rather than at every stage of pruning, it should be faster than methods that rely on 176

repeated reclassification of the sentence. 177

Algorithm 1 describes the komenti-negation algorithm, which determines whether a concept is 178

negated in a sentence. The dependency resolution algorithm produces a typed dependency graph 179

from a sentence, which is passed to the algorithm as input. This graph is formed of nodes that 180

represent word tokens, and edges that represent their grammatical relationships. Together, they 181

form a grammatical model of the sentence. Each edge is labeled with a particular kind of 182

relationship, such as negation or adjectival noun modification. The edges also have a direction, that 183

define a governer and dependent for each relationship. For example, in a noun modification 184

relationship between the words light and touch, the governer would be touch, and the dependent 185

light, because the subject is the noun touch , while light is its modifier. The graph can also be 186
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Data: S = A typed dependency graph of a sentence.
T = Tokenised form of the concept of interest
V = Vocabulary of negation words.
Result: True if the concept is negated in the sentence, False otherwise
x = node(T)
edges = getEdges(x)
negated = False
for e in edges do

if predicate(e) == neg then
negated = True

end

end
if negated then

return True
end
path = pathToRoot(x)
rDistance = 0
for node in path do

rDistance++
dependents = getDependents(node)
negated = False
if word(node) in V then

negated = True
end
for rel in dependents do

if word(rel) in V then
negated = True

end
if predicate(rel) == neg then

negated = True
end

end
if negated and rDistance < 4 then

return True
end

end
return False

Algorithm 1: komenti-negation algorithm for determining the negation of a concept in a sentence.
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Figure 1. Two sentences concerning hypertension, with typed dependency annotations. The graph
is formed of directional relationships between governing and dependent words, and a predicate
describing the nature of the relationship between them.

thought of as a set of assertion triples: a governer (subject), dependent (object), and relationship 187

(predicate). Two examples of typed dependency graphs are shown in Figure 1. 188

Before generating the typed dependency graph, the sentence is pre-processed. Because the typed 189

dependency graph does not support multi-word nodes, concepts of interest are replaced with a single 190

neutral word, for which negation is then checked. The choice of this word may affect the outcome of 191

the algorithm, due to the different dependency models they may produce. For our experiments we 192

used ‘biscuit,’ as this is a simple and common word that does not appear in any of the considered 193

text. In addition, if the sentence contains one of the words in the negation vocabulary, followed 194

directly by the concept of interest, the sentence is transformed into its own sentence with the word 195

‘excludes’ appearing directly before the concept. This is because there is a tendency for the 196

CoreNLP to parse such constructs into noun phrases, which does not always fall into the negated 197

dependent model required by the algorithm. Furthermore, the transformation also makes the 198

dependency resolution process faster. 199

The basis of the algorithm is an attempt to find a transitive relationship between a negation 200

construct and the tokenised form of the concept of interest. This is done by finding the path 201

between the concept and the root node, examining each node for a descendent relationship with 202

either a negation predicate or object contained in the negation vocabulary. A negation vocabulary is 203

used in addition to negatory relationships because the dependency resolution algorithm does not 204

reliably represent all negatory constructs with a negation dependency (for example, the word 205

‘exclude’). Other subgraphs are not examined, as the hypothesis is that negatory constructs 206

appearing here refer to other objects described by the sentence. If a match is found, its distance 207

from the target concept is then measured. This relationship distance heuristic is used to eliminate 208

unrelated negatory constructs that refer to other words, on account of their distance from the 209

concept of interest. The maximum distance parameter can be modified, but we use a value of 4 for 210

this experiment. This value was manually chosen during the algorithm development process. 211

If we take the first example from Figure 1, and evaluate the sentence “The patient shows no signs 212

of hypertension” for negation of the ‘hypertension’ concept, we would start from the hypertension 213

node, and move along the graph towards the root node ‘shows,’ examining the intermediate 214

‘treatment’ node on the way. At each step, we examine the direct descendants of the node, searching 215

for a relationship that meets the criteria of a negatory construct, in the form of either a negation 216

predicate, or an object that appears in our negation vocabulary. For ‘hypertension,’ we would 217

examine the hypertension:case:of relation, which does not meet the criteria. Then we move onto the 218

‘signs’ node, which has two direct descendants: signs:nmod:hypertension and signs:neg:no, and the 219

latter is a negatory construct. Since this is the second node we have examined, the distance is 2, 220
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which is below the maximum distance parameter setting of four. Therefore, the algorithm would 221

confirm that the sentence negates the concept. 222

3.2 Evaluation 223

Table 2 summarises the result metrics for both the HCM and MIMIC datasets. In the MIMIC 224

dataset, the komenti-negation algorithm performed the best by a large margin when compared by 225

f-measure, although NegBio and NegEx had higher precision and recall respectively. In the HCM 226

dataset, all algorithms had a better performance than the one they exhibited over the MIMIC 227

dataset, and the disparity between algorithms was relatively small (excepting NegBio). However, 228

NegEx performed the best on this dataset when measured by precision and f-measure. 229

Table 2. Performance comparison of negation algorithms on sentences sampled from MIMIC and
HCM datasets. The best performance for each metric in each dataset is emphasised.

Corpus Algorithm Precision Recall f-measure Time

MIMIC
NegEx 0.642 0.966 0.771 0m1.812s
pyConTextNLP 0.463 0.936 0.620 0m53.082s
negation-detection 0.59 0.66 0.621 77m56.205s
NegBio 0.86 0.59 0.7 33m29.556s
komenti-negation 0.83 0.91 0.87 1m10.291s

HCM
NegEx 0.921 0.911 0.916 0m0.987s
pyConTextNLP 0.86 0.932 0.895 0m41.701s
negation-detection 0.893 0.874 0.884 4m26.738s
NegBio 0.72 0.632 0.672 23m43.932s
komenti-negation 0.881 0.89 0.885 1m16.265s

With respect to generalisability, the Komenti algorithm maintained a stable performance over 230

both datasets. It has, by far, the smallest magnitude of difference in f-measure between the two 231

investigations, of 0.015, followed by NegBio with 0.028. 232

The performance metrics also confirmed that dependency-based negation detection systems while 233

highly precise, they lack rules able to cover most negatory constructs when applied to novel datasets. 234

However, this effect is not so obvious in the HCM dataset case, where the precision is quite low 235

compared to other methods. We hypothesise that this is due to the HCM dataset containing a motif 236

that confounds one of its developed rules. One reason that NegEx consistently performs so well 237

across independent investigations is that its set of triggers are extremely complete and mature. It’s 238

possible that with sufficient training approaches, such as NegBio, could achieve similar levels of 239

maturity, including explication of rules for the handling of edge-cases. 240

3.2.1 Running time 241

The quickest algorithm in both cases was NegEx, finishing in less than 2 seconds. pyConText 242

finished in less than a minute in both cases. These are both the syntactic rule-based negation 243

detection systems, utilising regular expressions. A single regular expression match can be found in 244

O(n), and so the overall running time is O(mn), where n is the length of the sentence and m is the 245

number of rules. 246

Meanwhile, the running time of the dependency parser algorithms is quite variable. All make use 247

of the Stanford CoreNLP dependency resolution implementation. This employs the arc-standard 248

system [20], which can construct a parse with a linear time treatment of each word. However, the 249

negation-detection algorithm works by examining the graph to prune irrelevant components, and 250

then runs the dependency resolution process again, repeating this process until it identifies what it 251

considers to be the minimal clause surrounding the concept of interest. It should be noted that the 252
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Stanford CoreNLP program requires a number of other processes to be executed prior to dependency 253

resolution, including tokenisation and part-of-speech tagging. 254

In the case of NegBio, the dependencies are only parsed once for each sentence. Each 255

grammatical rule is converted into a graph, and then matched against the typed dependency graph 256

using a subgraph matching algorithm. The subgraph matching algorithm is O(m2km) where m is 257

the length of the input, and k is the vertex degree, and must be repeated for every rule [12]. 258

Komenti also uses the dependency resolution algorithm only once per sentence, and does not use 259

an expensive sub-graph matching algorithm. The algorithm works step-by-step from the node 260

representing the concept of interest to the root. In the worst case this is equal to the depth of the 261

parse tree, which is n in its worst case (where n is the number of words), and log(n) on average. At 262

each step, the direct dependents of the current node are examined (to check both its predicate 263

status, and token content of the linked node). In the worst case, the overall number of dependent 264

nodes examined cannot exceed n− 1, in which case the distance between the node representing the 265

concept of interest and the negatory construct cannot exceed 1 (every node other than root in the 266

sentence being a dependent of the concept of interest or the root node). Since the number of these 267

examinations is co-dependent, it would be better to characterise the algorithm in terms of the total 268

number of nodes examined, combining the overall iteration and descendent examination steps. At 269

each step along the path towards the root, the descendants will include the previously examined 270

node. Therefore, the worst case is the one where every node exists on the path to root, causing every 271

node but the root to be examined twice, leading to a time complexity of O(2n− 1). 272

Both regex-based systems are extremely fast, while the Komenti algorithm finishes in just over a 273

minute for the slower case. A discussion of memory and time usage in CoreNLP notes that there is a 274

‘warm-up’ period for the software, and that document processing speed can expect to increase after 275

an initial period [21]. Since our experiments concern a relatively small number of sentences, it’s 276

possible that a large component of Komenti’s running time is initialisation, and that processing a 277

greater number of sentences would see an improvement in running time with respect to size of input. 278

However, it is shown that the repeated annotation and dependency resolution leveraged by 279

negation-detection is a serious limitation on running time. The implementation includes log output 280

for the CoreNLP system, and while processing the 1,077-sentence HCM dataset, it reported that 281

more than 5,000 documents (pieces of text) were processed, at a rate of 19.839 documents per 282

second. Meanwhile, NegBio is slow in both cases, in the faster case taking over 23 minutes to parse 283

1,077 sentences. We expect that this is caused by the expensive sub-graph matching algorithm. 284

3.2.2 Sources of error and limitations 285

A striking feature of the results is the drastic difference in performance exhibited by most algorithms 286

between the MIMIC and HCM datasets. While komenti-negation maintains relatively stable 287

performance over both, average performance was much worse over the MIMIC dataset, despite the 288

fact that it was considered for training in the form of adding additional negation vocabulary. 289

Through examination of the errors, we discovered that the MIMIC dataset contained much more 290

complicated clinical descriptions of patients, which were more likely to confound the provisions made 291

by most negation detection systems. It also contained more cases of ill-formed and ungrammatical 292

text, in the form of run-on sentences, lack of punctuation, and text extracted without formatting 293

from forms and tables. We attempted to limit this in our pre-processing steps, and effects from these 294

features could be further mitigated in this way. For example, by transforming sentences that appear 295

like fields or tables, or detecting unmarked sentence splits. Indeed, some of these processes are 296

regular features of text mining pipelines, but are not tasks under the remit of the negation detection 297

systems themselves. It may be considered for future work to explicitly investigate the effects of 298

differing levels of pre-processing and sanitisation on performance of negation detection methods. 299

The negatory word ‘resolved’ appeared in the MIMIC test set, although it did not appear in the 300

training set or the HCM set at all. Also, since MIMIC discusses critical care cases, it includes a 301

greater variety of language, discussing phenotypes in a more short-term sense. In this way, it was 302

more likely for a condition that the patient presented with but no longer had, to be discussed at 303
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length and in a complicated manner. For example, in the critical care setting described by MIMIC, 304

people are put on a “stroke pathway” if they are deemed at risk of stroke. 305

Sentences with uncommon or ambiguous negation status depending on the attached noun were 306

common: “the patient presented with chest pain, which has since been controlled” – a formulation 307

that none of the negation detection algorithms would be able to identify without modification. 308

Furthermore, if this were concerning if this was applied to hypertension it would be ’treated’ 309

hypertension, but they would still have it. To our knowledge, no negation detection system currently 310

contains rules that examine the content of the object considered for negation status (although it 311

would theoretically be possible for any rule-based system). This example also demonstrates another 312

variable problem at the core of clinical negation detection, namely the differing definition of negation 313

depending on the interests of the study. For example, a text mining project investigating critical 314

care patients may have different definitions for the presence or absence of a concept depending on 315

whether or not they are interested in conditions that the patient still had at discharge, or had 316

historically but have since been resolved. In this investigation, we focused on the presence and 317

absence of the concept local to the sentence itself, working with the clinical expert’s intuitive notion 318

of negation. Nevertheless, this led to some ambiguity. For example, one sentence discussed a patient 319

having had a cataract removed, and was not marked as negated, because the presence of the cataract 320

at all was being considered as a piece of evidence for the presence of a cardiac disease. Meanwhile, 321

several sentences that discussed patients who had been made “pain free” were marked as negated. 322

Ultimately, some of these problems can be resolved by the integration of negation detection results 323

into the context of larger pipelines which also discern information concerning temporal status and 324

bearer of the findings being analysed. 325

We also discovered a bug in both the NegBio and negation-detection implementations, wherein 326

they mishandle parenthetical text, causing them to be ignored, and never be marked positive for 327

negation. Forms such as “(not shock)” or “(not delirium)” were very common in the MIMIC dataset, 328

yet did not appear at all in the HCM texts. 329

We believe that part of the reason for the success of the komenti-negation approach in this 330

context is its sensitivity to the negation dependency type, which allows for negatory constructs, not 331

explicitly coded, to be identified, based on the overall training of the dependency resolution system. 332

Furthermore, komenti-negation is more robust to ungrammatical sentences, because the dependency 333

parser can isolate grammatical components of ungrammatical texts provided to it. For the same 334

reasons, we believe that the negation-detection algorithm would reach a similar level of performance 335

over the MIMIC dataset, if the problem of parenthetical text treatment was fixed. 336

Another frequent source of error, mostly endemic to the dependency resolution approaches, was 337

the semantic effect of intermediate words on negation status. Figure 1 shows two sentences 338

concerning a patient’s relationship with hypertension. In both cases, the pattern is very similar, in 339

the sense that there is a transitive relationship between ‘hypertension’ and a negated noun. These 340

nouns are ‘treatment’ and ‘signs’ respectively, and they are connected to hypertension by a noun 341

modification relationship. The grammatical relationship between the negator and the concept of 342

interest is the same, but they express very different things. The first refers to a treatment of 343

hypertension, the negation of which does not indicate that the patient does not have hypertension 344

(rather the opposite), while the second refers to signs of hypertension, which if negated also indicates 345

there is no hypertension. This difference can also depend on the verb used, and many other 346

potential expressible constructs. 347

This problem can not be easily addressed. The koment-negation and negation-detection 348

algorithms do not currently support this kind of relationship, while NegBio only understands codes 349

for the predicates themselves (so it could not tell the difference between a ‘sign’ and a ‘treatment’). 350

These algorithms could be modified to accept patterns of different intermediary nouns, indicating 351

whether or not its negation also negates the target concept, and indeed these could be implemented 352

using NegEx regular expressions. Alternatively, a simple classifier could be trained using annotated 353

texts to learn whether or not these negations apply transitively. However, both of these approaches 354

would introduce a complexity and necessity for training that is besides the purpose of a simple 355
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Comments : ’ ’
D i r e c t i on : forward
Lex : can r u l e out
Regex : ’ ’
Type : DEFINITE NEGATED EXISTENCE

Figure 2. Example of a pyConTextNLP negation rule.

heuristic-based algorithm. 356

In the future, we would like to develop a method of automatically tuning the node distance 357

parameter. Its optimal setting potentially depends upon several features of the free text the 358

algorithm is employed upon, including the complexity and domain of the language expressed. 359

Moreover, heuristics within the individual sentences could be used to tune the parameter: the length 360

of the sentence, the total depth of the target concept within the grammatical model, and the total 361

number of noun class words in the sentence. However, the aim of this work was to develop a base 362

method for negation using co-reference models; further development of heuristics that depend upon 363

specific sentence structures risk suffering a large number of edge cases and an inability to easily 364

generalise. 365

Another limitation of the algorithm is that it currently does not support multi-word negatory 366

constructs. Figure 2 depicts an example of such a rule in pyConTextNLP. The Komenti algorithm 367

cannot currently model this kind of relationship, as the grammatical tagger does not recognise ‘can 368

rule out’ as a negatory phrase (although it can recognise some multi-word entities, or represent them 369

as noun phrases), and the dictionary is matched against each token (word) individually. While this 370

has not proved to be a problem for the investigation described, it would be a desirable feature for 371

further improvement of performance and in application to datasets, where negation is expressed in 372

more complex ways. A potential solution to this would be the use of the entitymentions CoreNLP 373

plugin, which allows for the parsing of multi-word tokens. 374

One potential source of dataset bias is that certain phenotypes are over represented in clinical 375

texts, and more so in the particular kinds of clinical texts examined. This means that our 376

evaluations do not necessarily generalise to other kinds of biomedical text. A clear example of this is 377

‘pain’, which accounts for 127 of the 1,300 annotations in the MIMIC dataset. Meanwhile in the 378

HCM dataset, letters discuss people with and being investigated for HCM, meaning that HCM and 379

its associated phenotypes are frequently discussed. 380

Conclusions 381

Our results show that the komenti-negation algorithm was either able to out-perform or reach a 382

similar level of performance to a number of syntactic and dependency-based negation detection 383

algorithms, with minimal training (the addition of negation vocabulary). The algorithm maintains 384

stable performance over two datasets, across two different dialects of English, and two different 385

healthcare settings, namely critical care and clinical letters. In the future, we will explore its 386

application in different settings and in particular non-biomedical ones, wherein texts often express 387

more complicated kinds of negation. 388

Furthermore, the performance of the komenti-negation algorithm demonstrates that heuristic 389

approaches applied to dependency-based negation detection enable the use of the rich information 390

provided by typed dependencies, while remaining general enough to preserve performance across 391

datasets and requiring minimal manual adaptation. The lack of generalisability exhibited by 392

previous approaches to dependency-based negation is a major reason that NegEx continues to be 393

used as a default in many clinical text mining pipelines, despite their underlying support for routines 394

involving dependency resolution. For this reason, heuristic approaches may represent a new default 395

choice for clinical negation detection, particularly for situations in which rule development is not 396
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possible or necessary. The komenti-negation algorithm in particular, with its high performance, low 397

running time, and relative robustness to grammatical instability could be considered as a drop-in 398

component for clinical text mining pipelines. 399
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